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1. How does Martin outline the passage from 5:1 to 5:11?  The final exhortations fall into three sections which do what?








2. Discuss the two analogies used in 5: 2-3 to describe the Day of the Lord.







3. What is meant and not meant by “people speaking peach and safety”?






4. What is the purpose of 5: 4-6 and 5: 7-11 according to Martin?







5. How was darkness used in the ancient world? For Jews and the New Testament?








6. Do you agree with Martin’s assertion on page 163, the last paragraph, that says, “Christianity is not a religion in which one can dabble. It is not possible to hedge the bet by belonging to both the church and another religious group. One is either of the light or in darkness.” Why do you agree or disagree?






7. Summarize Paul’s words about how a Christian should live in this present age.




8. Where is the one reference that Paul explicitly mentions Christ’s death on behalf of believers?



9. How does Martin summarize 5: 1-10?







10. What is 5:11’s purpose in this section?




11. The section 5: 12-22 discusses life among what? ___________________________________.  Is it possible that this section is merely a Pauline afterthought? Why or why not?






12. How should the congregation relate to its leaders? What are the three basic ministry functions that Paul lists in 5: 12-13?  Are these unique to church leaders only? Should they be expected among all the congregation? Why or why not? What other passages add to these? 










13. How do leaders lead the church according to Paul in 5: 12-13? 







14. How are the weak and the strong to be considered? What is the basic meaning of “idle”? Who are the “weak” or “timid”?  Describe the “patient” person referred to by these verses.






15. What advice did Paul give to those who hurt others? What was the church to do with them? See 5:15.

16. What happens when 5:16-18 is taken out of the personal realm and added to a corporate expression?  What  does “proseuchomai” as prayer refer to?  








17. What is Paul’s advice to the cynical and gullible? See 5:19-22.  What does verse 19 refer to and how does it help the church?  Verses 21-22 are intended to do what in relation to 19-20?  What is meant by “test”?  Why is this important in the life of the church?”






